
Czneifbrs (2)

11* Script grow through a long course of history. As a result it has

quite a niaiber of peculiarities. Many of these have to be picked w gradually, but an

explanation of sure of them should make the task of learning easier.

As originated by the Srtanerians the writing doubtless began as a series of pictures,

which gradually cane to indicate more or less abstract ideas rather than individual

objects. Since the writing was done with a stylus on clay tablets, in iost cases the

signs soon developed in such a way as to lose all similarity to the objects originally

represented. In addition, in the devehent of the writing the signs care to be turned

over on their sides, further decreasing the similarity- to the original pictures,

The cuneiform system is not well suited to represent the Accadian language. It was

invented by the Sirierisas, who spoke a language of an entirely different type. This

causes certain marked peculiarities in its application to Accadian. Thus, the Suserian

language does not distinguish at the end of a syllable between the sounds of b and p,

between those of , k and j, between those of d, t and t, or between those of a, a and

In the Accadian language those distinctions are important, but the system of writing

has no clear way of indicating them. There is also so,eties a lack of clear distinction

at the beginning of a syllable between sore of these sounds, particularly h and p, z and

!. or d and .

The cuneiform writing as invented by the Sunerians, has designations for individual

vowels, but none for individual consonants. There are signs that indicate a consonant

followed by a vowel, and others that indicate a vowel followed by a consonant,. There are

also signs that represent a ccibination of consonant plus vowel plus consonant. In addi

there are many signs that represent coqlete words. Sometimes such a sign could be

pronounced in more than one way. Most of these "logogra" (sotimes called "ideograms")

,Were originated by the Sisnerians and therefore nay represent either the Strartan word .y

its Acàdien equivalent. Their use in Accadian is similar to the English custom of

sfyitig Latin abbreviations, such as 'etc.", which might be pronuiced uet cetera" as in
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